By Eric R. Moran
The U.S. Customs and Border Protection ("CBP") agency can provide IP rights owners with powerful tools to stop infringing articles from entering the United States. According to CBP statistics, in fiscal year 2015, for example, the CBP accounted for over 28,000 intellectual property rights seizures, with a total retail value estimated at $1.4 billion.¹

An Overview of Trademarks and Copyrights Protected by the CBP

Trademarks
Trademarks are words, phrases, symbols, or designs that serve to designate the origin of a product or service. Importantly, trademarks serve to distinguish the goods or services of one party from another. The standard for trademark infringement is a “likelihood of confusion,” or whether another’s use of a mark is likely to cause confusion in the minds of relevant consumers about the source or sponsorship of goods bearing that mark. Trademark rights can derive simply from use of a mark in U.S. commerce. Rights are strongest, however, when trademarks are registered on the Principal Register at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office ("USPTO"). A major benefit of federal registration is that it allows a mark owner to record its mark with the CBP for customs enforcement of infringing goods.⁵

Copyrights
Copyrights protect original works of authorship, which can include literary works; pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works; musical works; motion pictures and other audio visual works; sound recordings; and architectural works. Although copyright protection exists as soon as a work is fixed in a tangible medium, enforcement of a copyright requires registration with the U.S. Copyright Office. To show infringement, a copyright holder must show (1) that an alleged infringer had access to the protected work and (2) substantial similarity between an accused work and the protected work.

CBP copyright enforcement focuses on registered copyrights that have been recorded with the CBP. A pending copyright application, however, can be temporarily recorded with the CBP while awaiting registration by the U.S. Copyright Office. The CBP is authorized to
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enforce such pending copyrights to the same extent as registered copyrights.

**Initiating CBP Enforcement of Rights**

**Recordation of Trademarks**
Trademark registrations can be recorded online for a fee of $190 per International Class of goods. Some of the information required is basic, including the registration number, identification of the owner, and identification of the owner’s representative or attorney.

Some of the required information may need to be investigated and obtained, as needed, such as:
- the International Class(es) of goods to be recorded with the CBP;
- the country or countries of manufacture of genuine goods sold under the mark; and
- the names and addresses of parties authorized to apply the mark to goods, and a description of that party’s relationship with the mark owner (licensee, subsidiary, manufacturer, etc.);
- the names and addresses of all authorized users of the mark anywhere, a description of such use and whether any related company has such rights to use; and
- information regarding any other entities claiming rights to the mark outside of the United States.

Recordation can also include optional information to assist with enforcement, such as:
- an identification of all foreign and domestic entities related to the mark owner;
- information on expected infringement, such as channels of distribution and potential suppliers; and
- images of the mark.

**Recordation of Copyrights**
Copyright registrations can also be recorded online for a fee of $190 per recordation. The basic information required includes the registration number, identification of the owner, and identification of the owner’s representative or attorney.

Other information may need to be obtained, as needed, from the copyright registrant, such as:
- the country or countries of manufacture of genuine copies of the protected work; and
- the names and addresses of parties authorized to use or reproduce the copyrighted work, and a description of that party’s relationship with the owner of the work (licensee, subsidiary, manufacturer, etc.).

As with recordation of trademarks, recordation of copyrights can also include optional information to assist with enforcement, such as:
- the foreign title of the work, if any;
- for sound recordings, information setting forth the name(s) of the performing artist(s) and other names associated with the sound recording or packaging;
- information on expected infringement, such as channels of distribution and potential suppliers; and
- images of the protected work.

The CBP will now also record and enforce copyrights that are “pending” at the U.S. Copyright Office to the same extent as registered copyrights. Such recordations are valid for a period of six months (extendable by 90 days). If copyright registration is granted within that time, the recordation will be amended with registration information. If not, the applicant can re-file for another temporary six-month recordation.

**Submission of Product Identification Training Guides**
For best results, rights owners should submit a product identification guide to help the CBP make infringement determinations. Although the CBP advises that such a guide should be brief, we recommend that it include information such as:
- an identification of the IP right to be enforced, information about the owner of the right, and contact information for the owner’s representative or attorney;
- the CBP recordation number;
- information on both the genuine and suspect products, including:
  - physical description,
  - product name/model number,
  - photographs of the product and product packaging, and
  - images of logos on the products and packaging;
- for both the genuine and suspect products, the location of manufacturing and ports of entry (if known); and
- the required disclaimer language provided by the CBP.

Once complete and submitted to the CBP, the guide will be accessible by agents in the field and will be used to assist with infringement determinations.

**In-Person Product Training Sessions**
For important or more complex identifications, companies may also provide in-person product identification training sessions at ports of entry. Companies can request training sessions with officers and import specialists who are responsible for conducting the infringement inspections at a port of entry.

**Procedures for CBP Enforcement**

**Trademarks:**
The CBP categorizes potential trademark infringement into three levels: “counterfeit marks,” “copying or simulating marks,” and “restricted gray market goods” (parallel imports).

**Counterfeit Marks**
A “counterfeit” mark “is a spurious mark which is identical with, or substantially indistinguishable from, a registered mark.”

Upon identification of a suspected registered and recorded counterfeit mark, the CBP will:
- detain the suspected goods for not more than 30 days;
- within five business days of detention, provide written notice to the importer of the detention;
- prior to issuance of the notice of detention, or concurrently with the issuance of the notice of detention, provide limited information to the trademark owner to assist with determining whether the goods include or consist of a counterfeit mark; and
- within seven business days of the notice of detention, allow the importer to present information establishing that the detained merchandise does not bear a counterfeit mark, and
- if the importer fails to so establish, provide to the trademark owner a sample (which requires a bond) or information from the merchandise or retail packaging, to further assist with determining whether the goods include or consist of a counterfeit mark.
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At any point after examination and detention of detained articles, the CBP may determine that the imported material bears a counterfeit mark. Upon this determination, the CBP will seize such material and, absent written consent of the mark owner, forfeit the seized merchandise in accordance with the customs laws. Such forfeiture generally leads to destruction of the seized materials (although in some cases the CBP may “obliterate” the mark and deliver the goods to a government agency or donate the merchandise to charity).

Copying or Simulating Marks
A “copying or simulating” trademark or trade name is “one which may so resemble a recorded mark or name as to be likely to cause the public to associate the copying or simulating mark or name with the recorded mark or name.” In cases of “copying or simulating” marks, suspect merchandise is subject to detention and potential seizure.

In particular, the CBP will deny entry to merchandise bearing such a mark and will detain such merchandise for 30 days. Within five business days, the CBP will provide a notice of detention to the importer, who then has a chance to show why such goods should not be seized, by, for example, obliterating the offending mark or obtaining consent from the mark owner.

From the time merchandise is presented for customs examination until the time the CBP issues a notice of detention, the CBP may disclose to the mark owner limited information to assist with determining whether the imported article infringes. Once it issues the notice of detention, the CBP must disclose such information to the mark owner. The CBP may further, as needed, issue to the mark owner (upon issuance of a bond by the mark owner) a sample of the detained merchandise.

If, after 30 days, the importer has not met its burden to show that the goods should not be seized, the CBP will seize the merchandise and start forfeiture proceedings.

Gray Market Goods
“Gray market goods” or “parallel imports” are generally considered to be genuine goods bearing a trademark owned by a U.S. citizen or corporation, but which (i) were manufactured for use in another country and (ii) were imported into the United States without authorization. In other words, a trademark owner has authorized the use of a trademark with these goods (unlike with counterfeit goods), but not the importation of these goods into the United States.

Federal registration and customs recordations are two important tools for rights holders. We advise that clients consider the proactive use of each, and record trademark and copyright registrations, and potentially copyright applications, to stop importation of unauthorized infringing goods into the United States, thereby protecting brand value and market share.

If the CBP affords a rights holder protection over such gray market goods, they would be detained under 19 C.F.R. § 133.23 and 19 C.F.R. § 133.25 (except as provided in 19 C.F.R. §133.23(b)), and would potentially be subject to seizure and forfeiture.

Copyrights
Similar to trademark enforcement, the CBP categorizes the level of copyright infringement, although at only two levels: “clearly piratical” and “possibly piratical” of the protected work. The CBP uses the following definitions of these terms:

- “piratical copies” are considered “identical or substantially similar copies of a registered copyrighted work,” produced and imported without authorization;
- “clearly piratical” copies are defined as having “overwhelming and substantial similarity between the copyrighted elements of the protected work and the suspect item so as to clearly indicate that one work was based upon the other;”

Clearly Piratical Copies
“Clearly piratical” copies of a copyrighted work recorded with the CBP are subject to seizure and forfeiture under 19 U.S.C. § 1595a(c)(2)(C) for a violation of 17 U.S.C. § 602, as implemented by 19 C.F.R. § 133.42. Under 19 C.F.R. § 133.42, the CBP will seize “clearly piratical” copies and start forfeiture proceedings under 19 C.F.R. § 162. The CBP will also disclose information on the importation, and potentially provide samples of the imported goods, to the rights holder, for potential civil proceedings against the importer.

Possibly Piratical Copies
The CBP will detain “possibly piratical” copies and will follow the process outlined in 19 C.F.R. § 133.43. If the CBP determines such merchandise to be “piratical,” the CBP may seize such goods after which the goods may be subject to forfeiture under 19 U.S.C. § 1595a(c)(2)(C) for a violation of 17 U.S.C. § 602.

Under 19 C.F.R. § 133.43, when the CBP suspects that an imported article may be a copy, the CBP starts an administrative process that seeks to determine whether the article infringes. As a first step, the CBP detains the article and provides notice to the importer. The importer then has 30 days to file a denial of infringement (otherwise, the article is subject to seizure and forfeiture).

If the importer files a denial, the CBP provides notice of the denial to the copyright owner. The copyright owner then has 30 days to file a demand for exclusion and pay a bond set by the CBP (generally around 120% the value of the shipment plus duties, fees, and taxes). Otherwise, the article is released.

If the copyright owner files the demand and pays the bond, the CBP will provide notice to the importer and the copyright owner that each may provide evidence and briefing on
copyright applications, to stop importation of unauthorized infringing goods into the United States, thereby protecting brand value and market share.

Eric R. Moran, an MBHB partner and Chair of the firm’s Trademark, Unfair Competition, Advertising Law & Copyright Practice Group, has experience in all areas of intellectual property law, with particular emphases on litigating and counseling clients on patent, trademark, and domain name issues. moran@mbhb.com
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Conclusion
Federal registration and customs recordations are two important tools for rights holders. We advise that clients consider the proactive use of each, and record trademark and copyright registrations, and potentially
By James C. Gumina

Many people have come to believe that Inter Partes Review (IPR) proceedings in front of the Patent and Trademark Appeal Board (PTAB) are a good substitute for litigation. The reasons for this belief are not without basis. IPRs provide a forum for challenging issued patents in a relatively rapid and inexpensive manner (at least as compared to litigation in the Federal District Courts). Indeed, in many cases it has proven to be a successful forum as a large percentage of the IPRs that have been instituted have resulted in the PTAB finding the patents at least partially invalid or not properly issued. Thus, the procedure seems to be accomplishing the intent of Congress when it passed the AIA.

It must be remembered, however, that a decision from the PTAB is an administrative decision of the Executive Branch of the Federal Government, and as a result it is reviewed on appeal entirely differently from a District Court decision. PTAB decisions are reviewed substantively under patent law but procedurally under the Administrative Procedures Act. Thus, IPR decisions are reviewed to ensure that they are not arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or unsupported by substantial evidence.1

Indeed, the agency is obligated to “provide an administrative record showing the evidence on which the findings are based, accompanied by the agency’s reasoning in reaching its conclusions.”2 The PTAB as an administrative agency must articulate “logical and rational” reasons for its decision.3 An appropriate record is necessary because “courts cannot exercise their duty of review unless they are advised of the considerations underlying the action under review. . . . [T]he orderly functioning of the process of review requires that the grounds upon which the administrative agency acted by [must be] clearly disclosed and adequately sustained.”4

As a result, a party that is victorious at the PTAB finds itself not defending its case on appeal, but rather it must defend the decision of the PTAB. In other words, it may not matter what kind of record you made at the PTAB, all that really matters is what the PTAB says and relies upon in its final written decision. Only the record created by the PTAB in its final written opinion is the subject of appeal.

There have been many recent examples where a PTAB ruling has been either reversed or remanded because the PTAB did not appropriately set forth the bases for its decision in its opinion. For example, in Arendi S.A.R.L v. Apple Inc., the Federal Circuit reversed a conclusion of obviousness because the PTAB relied on the “common sense” of one skilled in the art to fill in the blanks from the art.5 The problem was that the PTAB did not cite to any support for the conclusion about the common sense possessed by such a person. The court found that “common sense” must be supported by substantial evidence and that the PTAB’s conclusory statements were not sufficient. Similarly, in DSS Technology Management Inc. v. Apple Inc., the Court reversed a conclusion of obviousness because the PTAB relied on “ordinary creativity” of a skilled artisan without any stated support for such reliance.6 Since the claim element the PTAB attributed to “ordinary creativity” played a major role in the subject matter claimed, substantial evidence was necessary and the conclusory statement of the PTAB was not enough to support the obviousness conclusion.

The Federal Circuit also went to the PTAB’s failure to support its conclusions in Black & Decker, Inc. v. Positec USA, Inc.7 In Black & Decker the PTAB relied on the knowledge of one skilled in the art to conclude that such a person would know to modify the prior art. The court noted that “[o]ur precedent requires that the [PTAB] explain a rationale why a person of ordinary skill would have modified [the prior art].”8 The court then found that the PTAB’s opinion provided no such rationale and reversed the PTAB’s conclusion of obviousness.

The court vacated and remanded the conclusion of obviousness in two other cases holding (in part) that the PTAB had failed to articulate any basis for its conclusion of a motivation to combine the prior art in support of its obviousness conclusions.9 In Nuvasive, the court identifies three ways that the court has found are insufficient to support a conclusion of the existence of a motivation to combine: (1) “conclusory statements’ alone are insufficient and instead the finding must be supported by a reasonable explanation.”10 (2) “it is not adequate to summarize and reject arguments without explaining why the PTAB accepts the prevailing argument”; and (3) “although reliance on common sense may be appropriate in some circumstances, . . . the PTAB cannot rely solely on common knowledge or common sense to support its findings.”11 Because the court could not reasonably discern the PTAB’s reasoning as to motivation to combine the case was vacated and remanded to the PTAB for further findings.12

In Personal Web Technologies, when addressing whether the record supports the existence of a motivation to combine, the court found that at most the PTAB found that the two prior art references “could” be combined and held that such a finding is insufficient.13 The court reasoned that such a finding “does not imply a motivation to pick out those two references and combine them to arrive at the claimed invention.”14 The court went on to say that “the [PTAB] nowhere clearly explained, or cited evidence showing, how the combination of the two references was supposed to work.”15 The court did clarify that the amount of explanation required “necessarily depends on context” and that it may depend on the complexity of the technology involved.16
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The Federal Circuit has also remanded cases to the PTAB when it felt that evidence was either ignored or not adequately addressed by in the final written decision. In *Polaris Industries, Inc. v. Arctic Cat, Inc.*, the patentee argued before the PTAB that the prior art taught away from the claimed invention. The patent at issue related to an all-terrain vehicle with a fuel tank under the seat, thus raising the level of that seat within the vehicle. Patentee argued that the cited art taught that the seats of the prior art vehicle should be as low as possible thus teaching away from putting a fuel tank under the seats.

The court held that PTAB failed to properly analyze this teaching away and applied the wrong analysis to the evidence. Indeed, the court found that the “[PTAB]’s analysis encourages the fact-finder to outright discard evidence relevant both to ‘teaching away’ and to whether skilled artisans would have been motivated to combine references.” Citing this failure, the court remanded the issue for further consideration.

It should be noted that successful patentees are not immune on appeal from errors made by the PTAB. While these cases tend to depend largely on claim construction, that is not always the case. For example, in *Owens Corning v. Fast Felt Corporation*, the court reversed the conclusion of non-obviousness because the PTAB’s findings with respect to the evidence, or lack thereof, were inconsistent with the record.

It is clear from these cases that counsel’s job is not done when they received a favorable PTAB final written decision. Since a large percentage of PTAB opinions are appealed to the Federal Circuit, it is imperative to ensure that the PTAB’s opinion will withstand appellate review or at least be well aware of any problems. To accomplish this, a party should review the final written decision to ensure — (1) that all the appropriate issues have been addressed; (2) that no material evidence has been omitted or left undiscovered; and (3) that the PTAB has set forth the appropriate legal analysis to support its conclusions.

If as part of this analysis an issue is identified with the final written decision, the question is ultimately — what do you do about it? The first reaction may be nothing. You won at the PTAB and you do not want to upset the apple cart. This may be the right answer if the issue is one you determine the Federal Circuit will not latch onto or that you can adequately address on appeal.

If, on the other hand, you identify an issue that will likely result in remand (or worse reversal) at the Federal Circuit, it may make sense to try take preemptive action with the PTAB. The PTAB’s rules provide a potential avenue for such action. 37 CFR § 42.71(d) allows for motions for rehearing to identify matters the PTAB has misapprehended or overlooked. While such motions have generally been filed by the losing party and not been well received by the PTAB, it is likely they will be viewed in a different light when the party is not asking the PTAB to change the result, rather is seeking to bolster the support for the decision and increase the likelihood it will be affirmed on appeal.

It is understandably a difficult decision to choose to go back to the PTAB and ask them to amend their final written decision when they ruled in your favor. Such an option clearly has two significant risks, first the PTAB may revisit the decision entirely in light of your motion and second the PTAB may deny your motion and you may highlight the weakness in the decision to the opposing party, thereby potentially weakening your position on appeal. As a result, such motions must be carefully crafted in a manner that both supports the final written decision as written and suggests that it could be improved based on the record before the PTAB. Clearly, however, as the cases discussed above illustrate, there are times when taking pre-emptive action may make sense. For example if the PTAB, in finding a patent claim obvious, simply fails to set forth the complete analysis *i.e.* omits any discussion of a motivation to combine, a likelihood of success or fails to perform an appropriate Graham analysis. Or, the PTAB may have overlooked or failed to address a key piece of evidence or testimony that is necessary to support (or refute) its conclusions. Such fact scenarios may make it appropriate to seek a rehearing to amend the final written decision and put it in better condition for appeal.

A party victorious in front of the PTAB is left with few options if the final written decision is flawed or incomplete in its analysis. The default option is to address it on appeal, but clearly that has its own risks. In the proper case, it may, however, be more economic or efficient to be proactive and ask the PTAB to amend its final written decision before the appeal process begins.

Perhaps the better practice should be to take all the steps you can during the pendency of the IPR to assist the PTAB in drafting a final written decision that is not flawed and will withstand review. However, the PTAB rules and procedures provide counsel with very few pathways to assist the PTAB with the content of its final written decision. Unlike District Court litigation, there is no opportunity to provide the PTAB with proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law. There is also no opportunity to give the PTAB post-trial briefing. In most cases a litigant’s opportunity to assist the PTAB is limited to four documents — the original petition, voluntary response to the petition, the patent owner’s statement, and the petitioner’s response thereto. While top priority in these documents is to make your case, thought should be given to assist the PTAB as much as possible by setting out clearly and concisely each of the elements of the case and the support thereof. In this way you may pave the path for a successful appeal.
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Computational machines, enabling a variety of communication barrier between human and language processing have lowered the Furthermore, recent innovations in natural

As inventors have sought worldwide patent protection for their AI-based ideas, the number of international patent filings has expanded rapidly over the last few years. Research indicates that most AI-related patent activity takes place in the United States and Asia. In fact, according to a 2016 study, approximately 75% of all AI-related patent publications in the world come from three jurisdictions: China, Japan, and the United States. Although a majority of AI-related patents are being filed in these three countries, Europe and Australia are also seeing substantial increases in such patent filings.

This article explores AI-related patenting trends in various international jurisdictions and provides information on recent developments, common patentability issues, and tips for navigating the same. The article also suggests how such trends may impact the prosecution of AI-related patent applications in the United States.

China

China has overtaken the United States in the number of annual patent applications filed in the area of artificial intelligence. Recent studies revealed that China accounts for around 37% of published AI-related patent applications and about 22% of granted AI-related patents in the world. Two main factors appear to be driving the number of Chinese patent applications. First, Chinese universities appear to be heavily engaged in AI-based research and innovation. China was the only jurisdiction where the universities filed more AI-related patent applications than its corporations. Second, the amount of investment in Chinese AI-based companies is high and expectations for returns are even higher. Investors gave $4.5 billion to Chinese patent applications should fully describe how the invention provides a stated functionality and how it achieves a desired technical effect. Furthermore, regarding Al-assisted medical diagnosis and treatment methods, Chinese practitioners suggest focusing on the specific device utilized for diagnosis or treatment of diseases and/or the specific image or data processing method, as these aspects are more clearly established as patentable subject matter in Chinese patent law. Furthermore, Chinese practitioners may utilize Swiss-type claims to protect the manufacture of a drug for a particular condition, e.g., “the use of substance X in the manufacturing of a medicament for the treatment of condition Y.”

Japan

The Japanese Patent Office (JPO) appears to be a patent-friendly forum for obtaining protection for AI-related innovations and consequently advantageous for patent owners. In particular, the JPO has taken steps to provide clear guidelines and assist applicants with claiming AI-related subject matter. The JPO considers inventions relating to AI and the IoT as business-related inventions. Recent allowance rates for such business-related inventions were around 70%, which is almost as high as the allowance rate for patent applications in all other technological fields.

The JPO’s allowance rate is significantly higher than the allowance rate for business method patents in the USPTO (12.7%) and the European Patent Office (EPO). This high allowance rate may be, at least in part, due to the JPO publishing case studies that cover claims relating to AI, IoT, and 3D printing in order to provide clear guidelines for the JPO’s examination procedures.

Furthermore, in 2016, the JPO hosted a seminar entitled “How to Obtain Patent(s) Regarding Business-related Inventions.” This seminar provided insight for drafting and prosecuting patent applications related to IoT and AI technology. During the seminar, it was suggested that the higher allowance rate may be due to the consideration of both technical and non-technical subject matter during examination. By contrast, non-technical
features of an application are typically ignored by other examining authorities, such as the USPTO and the EPO.

Singapore
In the Southeast Asia region, Singapore is the clear leader in AI-related patent filings, accounting for about 73% of that region’s AI-based patent publications. 27 Popular AI-related subject matter in Singapore includes innovations related to semiconductors, surgical tools, and digital data processing, and image and speech recognition. 28 Singapore’s subject matter eligibility guidelines for AI-related inventions are similar to that of China and the U.S. in that “[m]ethods that are considered mental acts or schemes are generally not inventions.” 29 Furthermore, similar to the EPO, examiners must determine whether there is an inventive step in the pending claims. 30 Some examples of AI-related patents allowed by the Singapore Intellectual Property Office include an invention for automatic aggregation of financial data and an invention that produces automatically cultured biological cells. 31

Europe
While Europe may not be a leader in terms of number of AI-related patent filings, patent applications in Europe that relate to IoT and 4IR technologies grew at a 54% annualized rate from 2014 to 2017. 32 Germany, France, and Great Britain, in particular, have significantly increased the number of AI-related patent filings in recent years. 33

The EPO has expressed a dedication to developing examination practices which are friendlier to computer implemented inventions (CII), which include AI-related subject matter. For example, recently the EPO adopted a new approach to interdisciplinary software patent applications. Specifically, such applications can now be examined by a team of three examiners with diverse technical backgrounds. Additionally, recognizing the urgency and fast-pace of the industry, the EPO has indicated it aims to speed up examination according to a 12-18 month timeline from filing to either allowan ce or final rejection.

Furthermore, in May 2018, the European Patent Office (EPO) held a conference entitled “Patenting Artificial Intelligence.” 34 The conference centered on the challenges and opportunities of patenting AI-related innovations. Speakers shared lessons learned and strategies for approaching AI-related patents.

European examination of all computer related inventions includes a two-prong approach. First, examination includes an eligibility determination of whether the invention is directed towards, for example, a mathematical process or an abstract concept. Second, the invention must be directed towards a technical solution to a technical problem. 35 While the first prong traditionally represents a relatively low bar, 36 European practitioners can encounter more issues with regard to the second prong. During the EPO conference, a heavy emphasis was placed on claiming as specifically as possible. In particular, AI-related innovations should be described and claimed as being developed for a specific implementation. Furthermore, the AI-related idea should be shown to be motivated by technical considerations of the internal functioning of a computer, such as speed and/or computation load. 37

Australia
While AI-related patent and published application numbers are not as statistically significant in Australia as compared to other jurisdictions, a recent court decision there may make Australia friendlier for AI-related patents. Recently, the Full Federal Court of Australia held that a patent application directed towards conversion of personalized information into one or more questions is directed “to a scheme or a business method that is not properly the subject of letters patent.” 38 However, in its opinion, the court suggests that the patent application may have been proper had the invention functioned “in the nature of an adviser or an artificial intelligence.” 39 Accordingly, such legal precedent may indicate broader patentability of AI-related inventions in Australia in the future.

United States
Patent applicants seeking to protect AI-related innovations in the United States face many of the same issues as those described in other jurisdictions. For instance, US practitioners certainly need to deal with the potential ineligibility of subject matter relating to abstract ideas and mental processes. As such, claiming AI-related innovations can be difficult in the US because, by some definitions, AI is arguably a computer-implemented mental process. 40 A common best practice suggested by practitioners for overcoming this problem is to claim narrowly and to keep the solution and the problem rooted in the technology and not solely in an algorithm or abstract method. 41

Last year, the Northern District of California confirmed this approach in PurePredictive, Inc. v. H2O.AI, Inc. 42 The patent-at-issue involved automatically generating an “ensemble” of machine learning models. The court invalidated the patent claim under § 101 stating that it was directed towards “mathematical processes that not only could be performed by humans but also go to the general abstract concept of predictive analytics rather than any specific application.” 43

Conclusion
As AI-based innovations become an ever-increasing presence in our daily lives, it seems inevitable that an expanding number of patent applications will be filed to protect such inventions. Certain international jurisdictions have been amenable to clarification and adjustment of their patent laws and examination procedures with regard to AI-related inventions, while others have been relatively unchanged. For example, while the subject matter eligibility of AI-related innovations is an open and evolving question in most major patent jurisdictions, it is promising to see both the Japanese and European patent offices working to clarify applicant expectations and streamline examination procedures in these areas. As US practitioners, it can only be hoped that the USPTO will establish similar initiatives to expedite and clarify AI-based patent prosecution as the Fourth Industrial Revolution marches forward.

Aaron V. Gin, Ph.D., an MBHB partner, has broad experience in preparing and prosecuting U.S. and foreign applications for patents and trademarks. He provides advice in support of patent validity, infringement, patentability analyses, and litigation matters in the electrical and computing technology areas.

gin@mbhb.com
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infringement analyses in the mechanical and materials areas. wilson@mbhb.com
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Patent Valuation—Damages Amounts Based on Patent Quality

By David R. Grosby and Adnan "Eddie" M. Obissi

Damages awarded in a patent infringement lawsuit are one of the most accurate metrics that can be used to value a patent. While other metrics, such as sale price, may be helpful in determining the value of a patent, damages awarded for infringement of a patent reflect the importance of the patent in a commercial product. For example, several of the Georgia Pacific Factors used for determining reasonable royalty rates during patent infringement suits are directly rooted in the practical utility and market sway associated with the infringed claims.1 As such, patent acquisition teams can, when available, use the amount of damages awarded in relevant litigations in their patent valuation analyses.

However, damages awards alone might not tell the whole story—patent quality (e.g., the quality of an examiner or the extent to which a patent was vetted during prosecution) may shed additional light on why a particular damages award was provided. The quality of an examiner can be judged using particular metrics, such as the examiner’s allowance rate compared to the rest of his or her art unit and the examiner’s reversal rate on appeal. The extent to which a patent was prosecuted includes the number of added words to the claims and the number of times the patent was cited in subsequent patent applications.

Methodology

This article seeks to identify a correlation between the amount of damages awarded in a patent infringement lawsuit and the quality of the patent. To identify this correlation, we examined over 50 patent infringement lawsuits that awarded an average of about $10,000,000 in damages. After identifying the patents that were awarded damages, we analyzed the examiners and art units for each respective patent.2

Analysis

The initial hypothesis is that a higher quality patent should yield a higher amount of damages if and when the patent was litigated. As part of this analysis, we respectively correlated metrics deemed indicative of patent quality with the reviewed damage awards. These metrics include, for each litigated patent, (i) the number of references cited during examination, (ii) the allowance rate of the examiner, (iii) the allowance rate of the art unit, (iv) the average change in claims of the art unit, and (v) rate of reversal of the art unit (the results of which, collectively, are summarized in Table 1 below).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of references cited</td>
<td>0.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of applications cited by</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examiner allowance rate</td>
<td>-0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art unit allowance rate</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examiner reversal rate</td>
<td>0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art unit reversal rate</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in claims</td>
<td>-0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art unit change in claims</td>
<td>-0.331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these metrics, only the number of references cited during prosecution had a strong positive correlation. Namely, the number of citations during prosecution shared a 0.58 correlation with the damages awards. This statistic indicates that having a greater number of references cited in relation to the patent during examination corresponded to higher damages awards. This relationship might come about for several reasons, but may well be a result of applicants citing many references themselves during prosecution. In other cases, the citations may simply share several keywords with the examined patent application, and thus appear in a higher number of examiners’ searches. Thus, this correlation might denote a symptom rather than a cause.

Other metrics appear to have little or no correlation with infringement damages. For example, being cited by several other patent applications does not strongly correlate to higher patent damages awards (0.201 correlation). This might be because the patent has significant disclosure that anticipates or renders other applications obvious, and thus would appear in more searches, but has very narrow issued claims that cover a relatively small portion of a relevant product. Further, while the direction of other metrics is understandable and expected (e.g., an examiner having a higher allowance rate corresponds to lower damages awards), the magnitude of those relationships is small enough to cast doubt on any real relationship between them. And at least one metric mitigates against the hypothesis. Specifically, in the selected data, there is a positive correlation between an examiner’s allowance rate and patent damages (though the correlation is low). This indicates that examiners that vet the patents less produce more valuable patents, contrary to the initial hypothesis. Such an outcome might ring true because broader claims are likely to be issued by examiners with higher allowance rates. For instance, our data showed a -0.43 correlation between allowance rate and change in claims during prosecution. To illustrate some examples that assisted in the determination of minimal correlation, we looked at notable damages outliers.

Surprisingly, in sum, an analysis of the available data and selected metrics did not show a strong correlation between patent quality and patent damages.

For example, in DSM IP Assets, BV et al v. Lallemand Specialties, Inc.,3 the patent owner was awarded $14,500,000 in damages for the infringement of U.S. Patent Number 8,795,998 (the “998 patent”). The examiner for the ’998 patent has an average allowance rate of 74%.4 However, the art unit, overall, has an average allowance rate of only 64%. Although no two cases are the same, this statistic indicates that

(continued on page 11)
patent prosecution before this examiner yields better results, on average, than prosecution before a different examiner in this art unit. Furthermore, although this examiner also has a reversal rate of 66.7% (higher than the average reversal rate in this art unit), the jury awarded $14,500,000 in damages.

By contrast, the damages award in Huzu, LLC v. Nine Line Apparel, Inc. was only $44,056. Comparing examiner statistics, the examiner that examined the patents-in-suit has only a 42% overall allowance rate, compared to 66% allowance rate of this art unit. And, although this examiner boasts a 50% reversal rate (lower than the average reversal rate in this art unit), only $44,056 of damages were awarded.

However, these two anecdotal outliers simply confirm aspects of our analysis of the relevant metrics. That is, it is difficult to draw a connection between patent quality and patent damages for at least the reason that a high quality patent will include narrow claims just as often (and possibly more often) than would a lower quality patent.

Conclusion

Surprisingly, in sum, an analysis of the available data and selected metrics did not show a strong correlation between patent quality and patent damages. We note that concluding minimal correlation between these discrete patent quality metrics and patent damages does not necessarily imply that there is no such relationship, just that the available data and chosen metrics indicated as much.

The metrics used for this analysis indicate very little, if any, correlation between patent quality and damages awards. This is likely due to a number of factors, including technology field, market share, and consumer demand. These factors carry a larger weight than patent quality because during a lawsuit, patent quality is a threshold inquiry — a patent is either valid or invalid. It follows that high quality patents are desirable at least because they are less likely to be invalidated. This aspect of a high quality patent’s value does not appear in damages awards, but might prove vital in licensing agreements or settlement discussions during litigation.

David R. Grosby, an MBHB associate, concentrates his practice on intellectual property law matters, including patent litigation and prosecution in the software, electrical, and mechanical areas. grosby@mbhb.com

Adnan “Eddie” M. Obissi, an MBHB associate, provides technological advice in support of validity, infringement, litigation, and patentability analysis in the electrical engineering area. obissi@mbhb.com


2 Authors would like to acknowledge and thank Summer Associates Alexan-
dra MacKenzie and Tyler Hoge for their research efforts for this article.


4 An examiner’s allowance rate is ever changing as cases are allowed and/or abandoned, and this statistic was accurate as of Summer 2018.


6 A natural follow-on analysis might involve use of the analyzed metrics and validity/invalidity determinations in PTAB or district court proceedings.
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